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Seller information
eeyore_sixtyfour (168 )

100% Positive feedback

 Follow this seller
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Glover Development Cart Nintendo Prototype N64

Video Review

Item
condition:

Very Good

Ended: Jan 04, 2014  19:47:53 PST

Winning bid: US $255.00
Approximately
DKK 1,403.60

[ 3 bids ]

Shipping: May not ship to Denmark - Read item description
or contact seller for shipping options. |
See details

 Item location: San Antonio, Texas, United States

 Ships to: United States

Delivery: Varies

Payments:   | See payment information

Returns: No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by
the eBay Money Back Guarantee.

Guarantee:
 

Get the item you ordered or get your money
back.

 | Learn

more

Shipping and payments Print  | Report itemDescription
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eBay item number: 271359703946

Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.

Item specifics

Condition: Very Good: An item that is used but still in very good condition. No
damage to the jewel case or item cover, no ... Read more

Platform: Nintendo 64

Rating: E - Everyone Game: Glover

Genre: Action/Adventure MPN: 608610990867

Release Year: 1998

Detailed item info

Product Information
Glover is a 3D platform game starring the most unusual of characters: a white glove. Glover was brought to life when his wizard master inadvertently caused an explosive reaction while mixing
potions. The wizard's second glove bore the full brunt of the corrupting cocktail, transforming into an evil doppelganger named Cross-Stitch. The object is to defeat Cross-Stitch and retrieve the
good wizard's six magical crystals that were ejected in the explosion. Players will navigate six 3D worlds and defeat enemies by performing both regular and double jumps, cartwheels, ducks,
and fist-slams. Glover can also attack and solve puzzles by interacting with one of the crystals, each of which appears to him as a ball. Glover can grab and throw the ball as a projectile, or
bounce it, roll atop it, and even transform it into more powerful spheres. The realms Glover must explore range from a carnival to prehistoric lands to a pirate themed area, each culminating in a
boss fight. Players can also collect magic cards called "garibs" on each level that will grant Glover extra lives and open up bonus stages once all are found within a realm.

Product Highlights
Video

Product Identifiers
Game Glover
MPN 608610990867

Key Features
Platform Nintendo 64

Tech Details
ESRB Descriptor Suitable for Persons Ages Six and Older

Was this helpful? Yes No Report

This YouTube video has been automatically selected by the WebyClip service. The video
contains an example of the item for sale, which may not be representative of the item you are
purchasing. Please check the product description and condition before purchasing. No
recommendation from the video creator is implied.
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ESRB Descriptor Suitable for Persons Ages Six and Older
Control Elements Gamepad/Joystick
Number of Players 1
Release Year 1998
Game Special Features Explore six themed realms and 18 levels

Lob, throw, slap, and bounce a ball to defeat enemies or to solve puzzles

Unlock bonus stages by collecting garibs found on each level

Here is the last of my collection, a development cart of Glover for N64. Cart is labeled on the back: 4th SEPT BUILD 35 NTSC. I do not own the retail version and have no idea if there are any differences or not. Game plays
great.

Questions and answers about this item

No questions or answers have been posted about this item.

Ask a question
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